EURECOM FORUM - AGENDA
Thursday 19th October, 2023

8:30 - 9:30 am  Stands installation and welcoming of the exhibitors by the referent students
Welcome breakfast

9:30 am    Opening of the Forum in Amphi Marconi
Welcoming remarks by David GESBERT
Presentation of the International Junior of EURECOM

9:40 – 10:50 am  Presentation of companies – Pitching session (3'/each)
In order of passage (in alphabetical order)

- ALTEN
- AMADEUS
- ARTERIS IP
- ASTEK
- ELSYS DESIGN
- GOVERNEMENT PRINCIER DE LA PRINCIPAUTE DE MONACO
- HUAWEI
- IABG
- IWE
- MONACO TELECOM
- ORANGE
- QUALCOMM
- SAP LABS
- SETEC IS
- STARTUP SIM
- STMICROELECTRONICS
- WAVESTONE

10:50 am - 5.00 pm  Visit of the company stands
and one-to-one interviews with company representatives

Room 101 :
- ELSYS DESIGN
- HUAWEI
- ARTERIS IP
- International Junior of EURECOM

Room 102 :
- STMICRO
- ORANGE
- IABG

Room 151 :
- ASTEK
- SAP LABS
- SETEC IS
- GOVERNEMENT PRINCIER DE LA PRINCIPAUTE DE MONACO

Room 152 :
- ALTEN
- IWE
- STARTUP SIM

Room 153 :
- WAVESTONE
- MONACO TELECOM
- QUALCOMM

AMADEUS in front of room 153

Coffee break and welcome breakfast at reception